602  FAMILY NAME USED AS SUBJECT

Field Definition
This field contains the name of a family which is one of the subjects of the work, in access point form, with the optional addition of extra subject information.

Occurrence
Optional. Repeatable.

Indicators
Indicator 1  blank (not defined)
Indicator 2  blank (not defined)

Subfields
$a  Entry Element
The name of the family in access point form. Not repeatable.

$c  Type of family
A categorization or generic descriptor for the type of family. Includes categorizations such as clan, dynasty, family unit, patriarchy, matriarchy, etc. Not repeatable.

$d  Places associated with the family
Information pertaining to places where the family resides or resided or had some connection. Repeatable.

$f - $3  No changes

$o  International Standard Identifier for the Name
The ISNI or other international identifier assigned to the name recorded in the field. The first four character positions contain an alphabetic code specifying the nature of the identifier; in the case of an ISNI, this code corresponds to the letters preceding the number. Repeatable.

Notes on Field Contents
This field is intended for recording access points for family names used as subjects. These access points are structured in the same form as name access points for a family responsible for the content of a work or an expression and recorded in fields 52-. Subfield $a includes the name of the family and any qualification such as “(Family)” or “(Clan)”. Such qualification should retain their punctuation in the subfield. Qualifying data are recorded in $c, $d and $f.

This field can contain more than the name of the family in subfield $a. In addition, terms may be added to the subject access point to further specify it with respect to form, topic, place or time. These follow the rules of the subject system used by the agency preparing the record.

Related Fields
600  SUBJECT ACCESS POINT – PERSONAL NAME
When a person rather than a family name is the subject, field 600 is used.

601  SUBJECT ACCESS POINT – CORPORATE BODY
When a corporate body rather than a family is the subject, field 601 is used.

604  NAME AND TITLE USED AS SUBJECT
When the subject is an author/title, field 604 is used.
Examples

EX 1
241 ## $1001RU\NLR\AUTH\7735973$1200#1$1aКлимкова$1bМ. А.$1gМарина$4070 $1231##$1a"Край отеческий..."$4070 602 ##$3RU\NLR\AUTH\661439993$1аБаратынские$1cрод$2nlr_sh A subject access point heading Баратынские (род) (Baratynskiye (family)) assigned to the work Климова, М. А. "Край отеческий...". The work is about the history of Baratynsky's family and family estate in the village of Mara.

EX 2
241 ## $1200#1$1аБлагово$1bН. В.$1gНикита Владимирович$4070 $1231##$1аСанкт-Петербургская мужская гимназия и реальное училище К.И. Мая$2nlr_sh 601 02$3RU\NLR\AUTH\661465837$1аСанкт-Петербургская мужская гимназия и реальное училище К.И. Мая$2nlr_sh 602 ##$3RU\NLR\AUTH\661347942$1аРерихи$1cрод$2nlr_sh The work is about the school period of life of Nicholas Roerich, his two brothers and sons in the Karl May private gymnasium school in Saint-Petersburg. Two subject access point heading are assigned to the work – corporate name (name of the school) and family name used as subject – Рерихи (род) (Roerichs (family)).

EX 3
602 ##$1aSwinnerton$1cfamily$jPeriodicals$21c A subject access point assigned to a document entitled Swinnerton family history : heraldic and genealogical studies of the Swinnerton family.

EX 4
602 ##$1aArchaemenids$1cdynasty$f559-330 B.C.

EX 5
602 ##$312128766$1aChoiseul$1cfamille de$311932940$xPatrimoine$2rameau In the database, a pre-coordinated subject system code (RAMEAU) is used, so the $3 is repeated and one authority record number is given for each part of the access point.